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For Immediate Release | May 2020 

  Dynasty Introduces New Technology the Predator® Multi – Casing String Section Mill  

                                                                                  
 

 
May 25rd, 2020. HOUSTON – (BUSINESS WIRE) - Dynasty announced today that it has successfully designed, manufactured and brought to 

market  its new proprietary multi – casing string section milling technology the Predator®.   
                                                                                                       
Predator® patent - pending new section milling and cutting technology was developed to meet the industry need for efficient and cost-effective 

section milling through multiple casing strings in P&A applications to mitigate sustained casing pressure. The very team that invented and brought 

to market the current section milling technologies in use today with The Predator® has delivered 11- points of engineering change making current 

technologies obsolete focusing on durability, faster ROP and reliability.   

 The Predator® introduces several “Firsts” in the industry such as (1) the ability to circulate through the entire ID of the tool making swarf 

management much easier and (2) the Predator® energizes from the bottom up making it truly unique in design and function. The Predator® can 

be run from a conventional rig, rigless or from snubbing units with mud motor drive. Not damaging outer casing strings while milling inner casing 

strings is a signature benefit of the Predator® tool which is critical to cost effective, permanent P&A operations. Add to that, larger body OD, 

enhanced material specifications, higher tensile strengths, No pistons, vents, multiple jetting options, expansion capability and ROP performance 

and it’s easy to see why the Predator® makes all other section milling technologies obsolete.  

“The Predator® is a new technology, a step change in design & function to current section milling technologies on the market by that the 

Predator® addresses all of the current market section milling inefficiencies with a new approach to engineering & design functionality.….we really 

did build a better mouse trap with The Predator®.”  – said Jason Parrish, VP Sales & Marketing for Dynasty Energy Services. 

“We will continue to focus on execution for our customers and to support the industry to lower P&A liabilities through cost reductions and 

the Predator® does that by bringing step change in section milling functionality and value creation.” – said Keith Alexander, Executive VP  & COO 

for Dynasty Energy Services  

Corporate Profile 

Dynasty Energy Services is the global leader in specialized fishing, multi - casing string section milling, plug and abandonment service technology 

companies. Dynasty’s Predator® technology significantly reduces the cost and time of plug and abandonment operations and leads to permanent 

barrier placement, delivering a definitive sealed wellbore at the end of its productive life.  Dynasty has the most experienced and recognized team of 

experts in finding solutions to downhole challenges and currently holds more than 30 patents covering specialty tools and methods used in Fishing, 

Conventional, Rigless and Thru Tubing P&A.  
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